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Change the Working status of the corresponding bowl

Press the button            for a second to select the working mode. There are 

three working modes, Granita, juice and stirring stop. When the         is on, 

granita mode is selected ; when the             is on , the juice mode is selected;

Under          mode, it would stop stirring and the bowl would stop refrigerating？

Press the corresponding bowl button (                ,               or                ), 

the identification light of Granita mode               on, then press            ,              

to adjust from 1st gear to 7th gear. The higher gear you adjust, the slush will 

be thicker and with less water content.

Press the corresponding bowl button (                ,               or                ), 

identification light of juice pattern               would illuminate, then press             ,                        

          to regulate temperature ranging from 1 Celsius degree to 7 Celsius degree. 

Press               for six seconds, the corresponding solenoid value will fully

open to clean for three minutes. During the time, the tap position display 

shows “C”.

Press the corresponding bowl button (               ,              or                  ), 

and identification light of off mode             would illuminate, then it would 

stop stirring and the bowl would stop refrigerating.
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Under this working status, the solenoid value of the
corresponding bowl will be off and no refrigerant gas 
will flow into, but augeris still rotating to assist the 
clean. Please fill warm and clean water into the co-
rresponding bowl not exceeding the maximum level
line which is marked on the bowls.
If you are intended to perform a thorough clean or 
sanitization to the machine, please ensure the ma-
chine is power off.
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Cleaning preparation:
   cleaning tools (bucket, hairbrush, rag)
   clean water and hot water below 50 Celsius degree
   neutral detergent used in food utensils
   disinfectant (2% sodium hypochlorite saline solution) used in food utensils
   lubricant (or Vaseline) used in food utensils
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 Set the bowl to juice mode if it need to be cleaned, and then release all the 
material inside the bowl, as fig.10
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The Working Status is not on slush mode

The consistency has not been adjusted correctly

There is insufficient ventilation .The condenser is dirty

The machine s near source of heat

The front seal has been applied incorrectly

The consistency is adjusted too thick

The seal is not lubricated

The product is with less sugar

The bowl is dirty Turn off the machine to let the ice be melted

Clean again

Clean again

Auger seal is dirty

Auger seal is defective

The consistency is adjusted too thick

Lubricate the seal

Adjust the materials of product proportion and 

do not use mellitum instead

Put the seal correctly

Install the machine at suitable place

Call a specialized person to clean the condenser

Adjust the consistency correctly

Change the working Status to slsuh mode

Granita has black stains






